
Five favourite local indigenous insects and bugs

Local Indigenous Insects and Bugs

Dragonfly
Dragonflies are unbelievably fast, brightly coloured and  
spectacular. They look and fly like some magical craft,  
can hover, fly backwards and catch insects mid-flight.  
They live a double life. The first half is underwater as  
voracious nymphs before emerging into the air and sun  
as adults.
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For more information on Lost Lands Found: 
www.facebook.com/lostlandsfound

Dean

Hi, I’m Dean Stewart.  

I’m a Wemba Wemba Wergaia man.   
Let’s discover some more real locals!  

Our local indigenous bugs.  
These are the locals that once crawled and 

buzzed in the land where we now live. 

I can’t wait to see the artwork you make  
about these fantastic bugs.



For more information on Lost Lands Found: 
www.facebook.com/lostlandsfound
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‘Here be an ancient ecological world of treasures right under your feet’
DEAN STEWART 2020

Ant
Ants are industrious, ultra-organised and vital recyclers of the  
natural world. Thousands of individual ants work together as a 
single super organism. Ants are a society of females. Males  
are limited to fathering the next generation and do little else.   
A well-established colony can number into the hundreds  
of thousands of worker ants, all ruled over by a single queen.   
A vast empire of ants exists beneath your feet.
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Jumping spider
Jumping spiders are small, almost furry looking and often stunningly 
multi-coloured. A deadly petite predator in a pretty package, they  
can jump onto prey many times their own length with the precision 
of a laser guided missile.  However, when looking for a mate, their 
courtship dancing would put ‘Dancing with the Stars’ to shame.
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Skipper butterfly
Skipper butterflies are active on warm sunny days ‘skipping’ from 
flower to flower or sunbaking on a blade of grass. Their ochre orange 
- yellow colour contrast is as beautiful as the wildflowers they feed 
on and pollinate. Skipper caterpillars need indigenous grasslands 
for their food so they can grow into these pretty skipping butterflies.
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Native bee
Native bees are much smaller than the introduced European bee, 
but incredibly beautiful with many different types. There are almost 
two thousand different native bee species in Australia. Most native 
bees enjoy “me-time”, and don’t create big hive colonies, some  
preferring a more solitary lifestyle. They make yummy honey like  
all bees do best, but most have no stings at all! They are vital  
pollinators of our flowering grasslands and our Aussie bush. 

Did you know that many bees sleep out in the open and clamp  
their jaws shut on a blade of grass so as not to fall off?
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